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at the translation phase. The programmer is liberated
from the issues such as parallelism and configuration
of the computing system during software development.
Our approach focuses on the performance of the software system by identifying and modifying the bottleneck objects and shared writable objects which limit
the parallelism in the software system, if possible.

Abstract
I n this paper, a framework for software development
f o r distributed parallel computing systems based on
the parallel object-oriented functional computational
model PROOF i s presented. O u r approach will enable
programming t o be independent of the configuration of
the computing s y s t e m o n which the program will be
executed. I n o u r approach, the programmer does not
need t o be bothered by the parallelism i n the application or the architectural details. These considerations
can be handled at the translation and the allocation
stages. O u r approach retains the benefits of both the
object-oriented as well the functional paradigms.
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Introduction

During the last decade, rapid progress has been
made in microelectronic technology, and the applications of the parallel and distributed computing systems such as process control and telecommunications
systems are becoming more feasible. The trend is
toward a distributed parallel computing system in
which one or more of the sites are made up of parallel
processing computing systems. This becomes feasible with the availability of low cost parallel processing systems, such as the transputers and other parallel processing machines. However, the development
of the software for such systems has become rather
complicated due to the architectural considerations of
the distributed system, including the configuration of
the parallel computing systems at individual sites in
the distributed system. Interprocess and intraprocess
communications, partitioning and allocation of the
software system are all very important issues in such
software development. Furthermore, because most of
the existing parallel languages are tied to a specific
architecture, the software development approach for
each architecture becomes architecture dependent [l].
In this paper, we will present a framework for software development for distributed parallel computing
systems based on the parallel object-oriented functional computational model PROOF [2]. Our approach is architecture transparent, i.e., the configuration details of the computing system are considered

3

Decomposition

The decomposition phase is based on the objectoriented strategy and consists of the following steps:
1) Identify objects and classes.
2) Determine class interfaces.
3 ) Specify dependency and communication relationships among objects.
4) Identify active, passive and pseudo-active objects.
5) Identify the shared objects.
6 ) Specify the behavior of each of the objects.

'The work was supported by the Rome Laboratory, AFSC
under contract No. F30602-91-C-0045.
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Our Approach

The computation model PROOF [2] was intended
for software development for parallel processing system [3], and it incorporates the functional paradigm
into the object-oriented paradigm. However, since
the object-oriented paradigm reflects the distributed
structure of the problem space and is suitable for representifig inherently concurrent behavior, and since
the functional paradigm allows us to explore parallelism on the parallel processing system in the distributed sites, PROOF is also suitable to support the
software development for large scale distributed parallel computing systems with the benefits of both the
object-oriented and functional paradigms.
Our framework has the following phases: decomposition, object design, verification, coding, partitioning and allocation. In this paper, we will discuss the
overall framework for the software development and
focus on the decomposition, object design and verification and analysis phases. We assume that the requirement specifications are given and coding using
the PROOF/L language [2] is a straightforward phase,
and hence they will not be discussed here.

7) Identify bottleneck objects, if any.
8) Check the completeness and consistency of the
decomposition.
In Step l), objects are identified by analyzing the
semantic contents of the requirement specifications.
All physical and logical entities are recognized. Each
object corresponds to a real-world entity, such as sensors, control devices, data and actions. One of the
strategies to identify the objects is by examining the
specification written in natural languages. The nouns
in the specification can be candidates for the objects
and the verbs as the operations of that object [4]. Another strategy is to draw the dataflow diagrams first
and then detect the candidates for objects from this
diagram [5]. Other techni ues for identifying the objects are summarized in [47. These techniques can be
used as euidelines for identifying objects. However,
the experience and intuition of the developers still play
an important role in identifying the objects from the
requirement specifications.
In Step 2), class interfaces are determined by identifying methods provided by each object class and then
defining the inputs and outputs of those methods. The
actual design of the methods is postponed until the
object design stage.
In Step 3), the static relationships among objects
are specified by identifying the methods required by
each object. This relationship is specified using the
object communication diagrams. The identity of the
objects, the relationships among them and their methods are specified so that the features of the real world
problem which are important for the software developer can be captured.
In Step 4), the objects are classified according to
their invocation as active, passive and pseudo-active.
An active object can initiate activation of other objects by invoking methods of other objects. A passive
object is activated only when its methods are invoked
by other objects. Pseudeactive objects behave between the purely active and purely passive objects.
Pseudo-active objects can invoke the methods of other
objects and has methods which can be invoked by
other objects. Since active objects are invoked when
the software system is started, all the threads of control in the application start from the active objects.
Identifying all the threads is very important in realtime process control systems. We can identify all the
possible threads of control and then use this information to check for the completeness and the consistency
of the decomposition. Classificationof objects by their
invocation behavior helps to build the static structure
of the software system among objects.
In Step 5), once the static structure of the software
system is determined, we identify shared objects from
them. Shared object has local data which can be accessed by a number of objects. The shared objects can
be further divided into two classes of objects: readonly shared object and writable shared object. The
read-only object has local data which cannot be modified by other objects or has no local data. The writable
object has local data which can be modified by other

objects. Read-only objects can be freely duplicated
as many times as desired. However, writable objects
cannot be duplicated easily. All the access to the data
in the writable objects needs to be synchronized to
maintain the consistent status of the data. Shared
writable objects could become bottleneck objects as
they may have to be executed sequentially to maintain
the consistency of the data. Such bottleneck objects
are often shared components requiring synchronization among objects accessing it concurrently. Thus,
identifying bottleneck objects from the decomposition
and refining the decomposition to reduce the number
of unnecessary bottleneck objects may play an important role in enhancing the parallelism.
In Step 6), the behavior of each object is specified.
The object communication diagram obtained in Step
3) only describes the static structure and relationships
of the objects in the problem domain. It does not
provide any information regarding the behavior of the
software system to be developed. That is, the control aspect of the software system is not specified in
the object communication diagram. However, to verify and analyze the decomposition, we need to define
the behavior of the objects. For this purpose, we use
the notations similar to those in [6]:
- SEQuencial execution of methods: When the methods m l , ma,. ..,m, are executed sequentially in the
order ml,m2 ,..., m,,, its behavior is specified as
SEQ(ymlsm2, * mn)
- CO current execution of methods: When the methods ml ,m2, . ,m, are executed concurrently, its behavior is specifed as CON(ml ,ma, .. .,m,)
- WAIT for method invocation: When an object is
waiting for the invocation of its method m by another
object 0 to proceed with its execution, its behavior is
specified as WAIT(m, 0)
- SELect a method for execution based on a condition: SEL construct behaves like the CASE statement
in ordinary programming languages. When an object
selects one of the methods for execution from among
the methods ml, m2,. ,m,, based on a condition, its
,m,)
behavior is specified as SEL(m1, ma,
- O N E O F the methods for execution from a group
of possible methods: ONEOF construct is used in
cases where different objects could try to invoke the
methods defined in the object 0 simultaneously. The
object 0 permits only one object to invoke its method
at a time. This construct serializes the requests and is
typically used to describe the behavior of the shared
writable objects. Note the difference between the SEL
and the ONEOF construct. Among the set of methods m l , . . . , m,,, defined in an object, when the object permits only one of its methods to be invoked by
other objects, the behavior of the object is specified
as ONE OF(WAIT(m1, Oj),
,WAIT(m,, 0,))

..

..

-

...

...

In Step 7), the bottleneck object which may unnecessarily degrade the performance of the software system is identified. Usually, a bottleneck object will be
a shared writable object. Such objects limit the parallelism in the software system. If such an object is
found, then redo or refine the decomposition to reduce
the bottleneck if possible. This step may increase the
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number of objects now available in the software system. Repeat Steps 2) to 6) until the decomposition is
found satisfactory.
In Step 8), the result of the decomposition is verified with the user requirements. From the given user
requirements, the possible scenarios of activities are
identified, and each of them is examined using the behavior of the objects specified in Step 5 ) . The first activity in any scenario must begin in one of the active
objects. The sequence of activities in each scenario
must be reachable by tracing the behavior of the objects. If there is any scenario that cannot be followed,
the decomposition is incorrect and the decomposition
steps need to be reviewed. The consistency among
objects is verified by examining whether input parameters of the methods being called are defined as local
variables in the calling object and output parameters
of the methods being called are defined as local variables in the called object.

4

Object Design

The object design is specified using the notations
defined in PROOF(L [2t The class interface definitions and information a out the object behavior are
used to design the objects. We have identified three
steps in our approach to the object design:
1) Establish the class hierarchy.
2) Design the method .
3) Determine the bodies of the active and pseud*
active objects.
Step 1) Because some common operations and/or
attributes between the objects may not be apparent in
the decomposition phase, different objects should be
reexamined to identify the commonality between the
classes in the design phase. A set of operations and/or
attributes that are common to more than one class
can then be abstracted and implemented in a common class called the superclass. The subclasses then
have only the specialized features. In some cases, a
superclass can be extracted from a single subclass and
put in the class library if needed. Establishing a class
hierarchy in the form of superclasses and subclasses
increases the inheritance in the application. Class hierarchy also increases the modularity of the software
and enhances the extensibility of the software [7].
Step 2) A method of an object consists of an
optional guard and an expression. The guard is a
predicate specifying synchronization constraints and
the expression statement specifies the behavior of the
method. The synchronization among concurrent objects is achieved by the guards attached to the methods. The expression is specified informally in a natural
language. If there is a guard, the method is executed
only if the guard is true; otherwise, the method waits
till the guard becomes true. When there are simultaneous attempts to access the same object through
invocation of its methods, the selection of one method
for execution is done non-deterministically.
It is desirable to refine the methods that access the
shared objects. For example, let object 01 invoke a

method m defined in the shared object 0 2 . Now suppose that the method m requires to read data, perform some computation based on the data and then
modify the local data of 0 2 . Then the guard of the
method m needs to be evaluated before the execution
of the method m begins. The activities, reading and
computing, performed on 0 2 can be executed in parallel when another object invokes this method because
those operations do not involve any shared data. However, these activities cannot be executed by another
object in parallel if the method m contains these activities as part of its code. Thus, the method should
be refined into smaller methods in such a way that the
guard can affect the execution of a short segment of
code only. This refinement of method is similar to the
refinement of the object to reduce the bottleneck in
the decomposition stage.
Algorithm and data structure selection is a significant part of the method design. The selection of algorithms to accomplish a specific task should be based on
certain criteria which satisfy the required constraints
such as accuracy, timing requirements, use of common
utilities across the design, reuse of previously developed software, computational complexity, flexibility,
ease of implementation, understandability, etc.
While designing the algorithms, new classes of objects may be defined to make the implementation more
efficient. These are low level objects and are not usually visible externally.
Step 3) A body is associated with each active and
pseudo-active object. There is no body associated
with a passive object as it does not invoke any methods. The role of a body is to invoke a method and to
modify the state of the objects represented by their
local data. The body in each object is expressed in
the form e l / / e z / / . . ./ / e k where each ei is an expression representin method invocations and expressions
are evaluated simultaneously. The
separated by
modification of objects is expressed using the special
construct 72 as R [ l O l ] e in which 0 is the object called
the recipient object that receives a new state obtained
as the result of evaluating e [2]. The modification of
the objects is allowed only at the bodies of the objects. Thus, there is no side effect in the method, and
history sensitivity in the object level is achieved.
The body of an object can be derived using the
class interface and the object behavior obtained from
the decomposition stage. We also need to introduce
the modification operator 72 in the body of the objects
that are modified. The objects that are modified can
be determined from the method definitions given in
the class interface. Consider an object 0
1 defined as
the output of a method m. Whenever an object 02
invokes the method m defined in 0 1 , 02 will be modified. Thus, in the body of 02,when m is invoked, the
modification operator 72[I 02 I] m is substituted in the
place of the method invocation.

/f
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Verification

The design of the objects done in the previous phase
has to be analyzed for various liveness and safeness

ml

Figure 2: 'llansformation of a method requiring modification

m2

Figure 3: Combining two objects with a common bottleneck place
shows the transformation of such a method. The bottleneck place will also be used to compose the Petri
nets in the next step.
Step 2) The Petri nets obtained from the bodies
of the active objects in Step 1) must be composed
together so that the software system can be represented by a single Petri net representation. To compose the nets, we need to identify the transitions or
the places that serve as interaction points. The interaction among objects occurs only when there is an
object modified by other objects. When an object interacts with another object for accessing the shared
writable object, the bottleneck place will be common
to both the objects. Since the bottleneck place is
used to serialize the interaction among the methods
requiring modification, they can be used as the fusion
point. When the nets are to be composed, the body
of the active object is searched for the methods that
require modification. When such methods are found,
two cases arise. For example, consider two active objects OA and OB having the following bodies:
OA:SEQ mi,...,'R[ Oi I] W)
OB: SEQ[mlt,. ..,'R I Oj I] m,t)
When the methods m,, and m,r are defined in differthere is no common bottleneck
ent classes (Oi # 0,)
place between OA and OB. Hence, no composition
of the nets is necessary. When the methods m, and
m,t are defined in the same object (Oi = Oj), the
two bottleneck places associated with the two methods are combined to one. This process is called fusion
of places and is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Step 3) The purpose of the refinement is to r e
place a transition by a more complex Petri net in order
to give a more detailed description of the activity involved in the transition. It is analogous to the module
concepts found in many programming languages. At
one level, a simple abstract description of the activity is given without considering the detailed behavior.
At another level, by refining the nets, a more detailed
description of the activities can be specified.
The transition can be refined according to the following rules. Suppose that a transition ti is replaced
with a subnet S. The subnet S consists of three parts:
input transition, a refinement of net called block, and

Figure 1: Transformation rules for the control con-

properties. For this purpose, we transform our d e s i p
into Petri Nets [8]. Petri nets have been selected in
our approach mainly because our design can be easily
represented in Petri net model and because many techniques have been developed to analyze Petri-net models for various liveness and safeness properties [9, lo].
The transformation of the design to Petri nets consists of the following three steps:
1) Transformation of bodies to Petri nets.
2) Composition of the nets.
3) bfinement of the nets.
Step 1) To transform the bodies into Petri nets, we
use places as the token holder for the control flow,
transitions as the methods, and the arc8 between
places and transitions as the control flows. Since a
body is represented as a statement consistin of control constructs and method names, we show t t e transformation rules for each control construct in Fig. 1.
Body of an active object could have methods that do
not require modifications and methods that require
modification by using the construct R. The method
requiring modification needs to be executed in serial
to maintain the consistency of the object state. For
this purpose, an additional place called the boffleneck
place is associated with such a method so that the se
rialization of the execution can be specified. Fig. 2

t
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Figure 4: Refinement of the methods with the guards.

t

output transition. The incoming arcs of ti serve as
incoming arcs to the input transition. The outgoing
arcs from ti serve as outgoing arcs from the output
transition. All the transitions except the input and
output transitions can only interact with the places
defined within the block of S. All the places can only
interact with transitions defined within S.
Since a method consists of an expression with an
optional guard, the transitions may have to be refined
to specify the guard and the expression and is done
as follows: Let a method mi consist of a guard gi and
an expression e i . Then the transition for mi can be
refined as follows: Guard evaluation is specified as a
place and there is a transition associated with each
result - true or false - of the guard evaluation. In case
of True transition, the expressions are executed. In
case of False transition, go back to the guard place to
evaluate the guard again. The use of True and False
transitions is analogous to the method specified in [8]
to represent condition statement. This refinement p r e
cess is shown in Fig. 4.
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t
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Figure 5: (a) An object communication dia ram for
the warehouse management system, and (b$ object
manager modified

3) Dependency and communication relationships
among objects are identified and described using an
object communication diagram shown in Fig. 5(a).
The links between the objects indicate the method
invocations between the objects. The arrows on the
links indicate the direction of invocation.
4) consumer is an active object, manager is a pseudoactive object, rack and producer are passive objects.
5) rack is the only object with shared data. The methods defined in rack - put and get - update the local
data in rack, and thus rack is a writable shared object.
6) The behavior of each object is specified. rack has
two methods put and get, which are invoked by manager. The behavior of rack is specified as follows:
ONEOF(WAIT(pu2,manager) ,WAIT(ge2,manager)).
consumer has two methods deliver-to-consumer and
consume and its behavior is specified as follows:
SE&(request- by-consumer, WAIT( deliver-toconsumer, manager), consume)
Similarly, we have the behavior of other objects:
producer: SEQ(WAIT( request-by-manager, manager),
produce, deliver- t 0- manager)
manager: CON(SEQ( request-by-manager,
WAIT( deliver-to-manager, producer), p u t ) ,
SEQ(WAIT( request-by-consumer, consumer), get,
deliver-to-consumer))
7) In manager there are two threads of control: one
is initiated by man.ager to receive the item from producer and store it to rack and the other is initiated by
consumer and to retrieve the item and send it to consumer. Thus, the object manager can be split into two

An Example

We will use the warehouse management system as
an example. We will illustrate each step in our framework by taking only a couple of cases. A simplified
version of the requirement of a warehouse management system is given below:
The consumer requests items f r o m the warehouse manager and consumes the items delivered by the warehouse manager. T h e manager receives the order request f r o m the consumer and then retrieves the requested i t e m s f r o m the rack and deliver them t o the
consumer. The manager also places an order t o the
producer whenever needed. The producer produces
items only when the manager requests them.
For the decomposition phase, we have :
1) The objects: manager, producer, consumer, and
rack.
2 ) For the interface of the class manager, the inputs
for the method request-by-consumer are request and
manager; and its output is manager; the inputs for
the method deliver-to-manager are i t e m and manager;
and its output is manager.
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objects since two independent threads of control exist
in manager. This enhanees parallelism. After splitting
manager into two different objects, called p-manager
and c-manager as shown in FigB(b), the new object
communication diagram can be obtained by substituting Fig.5 b) in place of the manager in Fig. 5(a . The
object be avior for each of the objects can be erived
as follows:
rack ONEOF(WAIT(pui, p-manager), WAIT(gei, cmanager))
consumer: SE&(request-by-consumer,WAIT(deliuerio-consumer,c-manager ,consume
SE!($( WA1T)requesi- by-manager,
producer:
p-manager), produce, deliuer-io-manager
p-manager: SEQ(request-by-manager, AIT( deliverio-manager,producer , pui
c-manager: SEQ(dA1Tlrepuesi-by- consumer, consumer), gei deliver-io-consumer
8 The following control threai3 are identified from
t l! e requirements: (a) ‘the consumer requests an item
from the c-mana er and the c-manager retrieves it
from the rack antsends it to the consumer’ and (b)
‘the pmanager asks the producer to produce items
and stores them to the rack’. These control threads
can be verified by starting from the active objects,
consumer and p-manager, and tracing the method invocations using the object behavior.

6
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Figure 6: Transformation of the bodies pmanager and
consumer.

For the design phase, 1) Establish class hierachy.
In this example, each object is an instance of a different class. Thus no class hierarchy exists based on
the inheritance. However, suppose that p-manager
and c-manager may need to record all the transations
done in each object. Then both objects will need a
method ‘update-transaction-record’. In such a case,
we can define superclass, called manager-class having
the method update-transaction-record, that can be inherited to its subclass, p-manager and c-manager.
2) Design of methods. Since an object is an instance
of a class, we define the class. In the following, we
only give the definition of the class Rack. The others
can be done in a similar manner.

how the body of p-manager can be obtained from the
bahavior of the objects.
An important aspect of the design here is indicating
the modification of the objects. For this we attach 7Z
at the method pui since this method modified the p
manager. Thus, R[lrackl]put is substituted in place
of prri. This modification of body will be implemented
at the coding stage. The design of other constructs is
straightforward and will not be discussed here.
Verification is done by transforming the design into
Petri-nets and then applying one of the many Petrinet algorithms to verify the net for deadlock, livelock,
etc. We will consider the bodies of the active objects
p-manager and consumer which are given respectively
as follows:
SEQ&mpest-by-manager, produce, deliver-te
manager, ((rackljput)
SEQ(request-by-consumer, R[IrackI]get, deliverto-consumer, consume)
In Step 1 each body is translated. For each body,
based on t e control structures used, the corresponding net structure is copied and methods are associated
with the transitions. In the case of the methods that
are attached to R,the bottleneck place is added to the
corresponding transition. This step is shown in Fig.
6. In Step 2), the two bottleneck places are fused to
compose the two nets into one. Because the methods
put and get are from the same object, we fuse the two
nets into one via the bottleneck place. In Step 3), the
transitions representing methods with guards are also
refined resulting in the final net. Because the methods
put and get have guards, the net is refined to describe

c l a s s dei i n i t i o n Rach(itemtype, capacity)
rack i s defined as generic c l a s s with
itemtype and capacity as parameters.
composition
buffer: list of itemtype X count:integer;
-- buffer i s a storage f o r items and count
-- indicates number of items i n buffer
method put buffer x
guard: count < capacity;
expression
add an item x t o the buffer
method get buffer
guard: count > 0
expression
retrieve an item from the buffer
end c l a s s

---

k

3) Determine the body of active/pseudo-active objects. We have two active/pseudo-active objects, pmanager and consumer. In the following, we show
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control is invoked and the number of times certain
operations are performed. This information based on
heuristics helps in estimating the number of times a
method is invoked in an object. Based on this information, the communication overhead between objects
can be determined and used by the partitioning algorithm. The partitioned cluster could be allocated
to a site in the distributed system. Each method in
an object can be the unit of parallelism that can be
executed in the parallel processing system in a site.
The intermediate form, architectural details and
the target language details are used as inputs to produce the target code from the intermediate form. The
partitioned and translated code will be allocated onto
the various processors in the network for execution.

:
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